New

Hardware system for simultaneous sliding of two glass doors

Patents

HAWA-Telescopic 80/G

Never before did sliding glass doors need so little room.

HAWA-Telescopic 80/G
Lack of space is no longer a reason to miss out on elegant sliding doors.
A sliding hardware system that can move two glass sliding doors simulta-

Technical specifications

neously is now on the market with HAWA-Telescopic 80/G. This is why

Max. door weight

80 kg
(176 lbs.)

it scores particularly well when it comes to separating smaller rooms such
Door width

as kitchens, bathrooms or offices.

500 –1000 mm
– " – 3’3 –38 ")
(1’7 11
16

Max. door height

About the product
Something that fits into narrow spaces as well as the HAWA-Telescopic 80/G

Glass thickness
			

will undoubtedly be of broad appeal. This innovative hardware only needs half

Height adjustable 	

the closing width when open and will open up brand new options in interior

2600 mm
(8’6 –38 ")
8 –16 mm
( 16
–5 "– –58 ")
± 2 mm ( 32
–3 ")

design. With a feel for aesthetic appeal: sliding glass doors weighing up to 80 kg
(176 lbs.) guide each other mutually, keeping the opening free from bothersome
is based on the HAWA-Junior 80 technology and is therefore characterised by
the same running smoothness, durability and ease of assembly that has made
this system a runaway success among sliding hardware systems for decades.

At a glance
Simultaneous, space-saving
sliding of two glass doors up
to 80 kg (176 lbs.) with smooth
and quiet running properties.
Reliable system based on
HAWA-Junior technology, proven
millionfold around the globe.
Long lifetime thanks to high-quality
plastic rollers, fibreglass-reinforced toothed belts and maintenance-free technology.
Track stops with adjustable
retention force.
Elegant glass retainer profiles,
available untreated and plain anodised.

Floor guide variants: point-fixing or continuous.

	Combinable with a safety lock,
wall profile and further accessories.

Further information:

Available from specialist dealers
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guiding elements. And high-quality technology: the HAWA-Telescopic 80/G

